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Extended Abstract 
The study is the use cases of the grafting machine in the tomato graft industry in Taiwan, Investigate 4 types of 

grafting machine: The tomato seedling grafting auxiliary equipment and conveyor type of grafting auxiliary equipment 

made in Taiwan, the Spanish grafting equipment and the South Korean grafting equipment. During the experiment, 

observe the personnel of the nursery operating the machinery to perform the grafting, and record the operation method, the 

operating rate of the mechanical grafting, the success rate and the survival rate of the grafted seedlings. In Taiwan, the 

grafting plant used by the grafting plant is tomato, the rootstock is eggplant, and a 104-hole plug tray with a diameter of 40 

mm and a depth of 40 mm is used for nursery[1,2]. 

The grafting machinery imported from South Korea is produced by Helper Robotech Company, the model is 

AFGR800CS [3], use 2 people to operate the grafting machine, and the left side of the machine supplies the root anvil, and 

the right side of the machine supplies the scion. AFGR800CS has a graft success rate of 90.1%, a survival rate of 91.5%, 

and a graft speed of 530-660 plants/hr/2 people.  

The grafting machinery imported from Spain is produced by Conic-System Company, the model is EMP-300 [4], 

operated by a single person, artificially supply spikes and rootstocks, and the foot switch starts the machine for grafting 

operation, which is a semi-automatic grafting machine. EMP-300 has a graft success rate of 88.9%, a survival rate of 

90.9%, and a graft speed of 300-360 plants/hr/1 person, the efficiency is about 1.44-1.73 times faster than traditional 

manual grafting( 208 plants/hr/1 person).  

The single-operated "tomato seedling grafting auxiliary machine" is developed,  the results show that the average 

grafting time of the operator who has just contacted the grafting machine and operated the auxiliary equipment for grafting 

tomato seedlings is 18.5sec, and the operating rate per hour is 194 plants, after training, the average plant grafting time of 

the operator is 14.1sec, the operation rate is 256 plants per hour, and the operation rate can be accelerated by about 3-4 

seconds after training. The success rate of grafting auxiliary equipment for tomato seedling grafting was 96.5%, and the 

survival rate after healing operation was 91.3%. 

The conveyor type of grafting auxiliary equipment was operated by 4 people,  the four operators who first contacted 

the machine had a total number of 810 plants grafted in 1 hour; the grafting efficiency was 202.5 plants/hr/person. After 4-

8 hours of training, the total number of grafted plants increased to approximately 1,000 plants/hr, and the operating 

efficiency increased by 19%. The conversion of operating efficiency is 250 plants/hr/person, which is 22.5% higher than 

the traditional manual grafting efficiency of 208 plants/hr/person. 

In Taiwan, the mechanization and automation of the production of seedling grafting is an inevitable trend, so this 

study uses 4 grafting machines for testing and application, to solve the problem of the lack of grafting manpower in the 

peak season of the nursery. 
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